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Factual Recount Factory Factual Recount Factory Factual Recount Factory Factual Recount Factory 

MD 2008 Recounts have three main parts:Recounts have three main parts:Recounts have three main parts:Recounts have three main parts:

1.1.1.1. The settingThe settingThe settingThe setting Who? When? What? Where? Why?
2.2.2.2. The things that happen are put in the order   The things that happen are put in the order   The things that happen are put in the order   The things that happen are put in the order   
they happenedthey happenedthey happenedthey happened.

3.3.3.3. A comment at the end that is A comment at the end that is A comment at the end that is A comment at the end that is 
about what happened.about what happened.about what happened.about what happened.

Recounts can be about Recounts can be about Recounts can be about Recounts can be about 
something that has happened something that has happened something that has happened something that has happened 
to you or something you’ve to you or something you’ve to you or something you’ve to you or something you’ve 
done done done done –––– like playing a football like playing a football like playing a football like playing a football 
match.match.match.match.
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Who was playing with you?

What happened before half time?

Who scored the first goal?

What was the score at half time?

What happened in the second half? 

What was the final score?

What happened at the end of the match?

Was it a good match?

Recounts tell you about what has 
already happened. When you want to tell someone 
how you got on in your football match you use 
IIII or wewewewe and you use the past tensepast tensepast tensepast tense.Sa
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Welcome to 
Professor Potter’s 
Factual Recount 

Factory!
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Recounts tell someone what has 
happened. I use recounts to tell 
people about my experiments 
and of course, it helps me to 

remember what I did!
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When you write about what you’ve been finding 
out in science, you are writing a recount.

You are recording your experiment. 
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I thought the margarine 
would melt quicker and go 
runny before the chocolate.

We wanted to find out 
how quickly things melt. 
We decided to try 

chocolate and margarine.Sa
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We used chocolate, 
margarine and a timer.
We used the timer 

because we wanted to 
keep checking what had 

happened.Sa
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We put the margarine 
and the chocolate on the 
window ledge in the 

sunshine and Sally started 
started the timer. We 

looked at them every five 
minutes to see if anything 

had changed.Sa
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The margarine melted 
very quickly. It only 
took 20 minutes for it 
to become runny.

We were right. The 
margarine melted 
quicker but it was 
softer to start with.

I think we should have 
put them both in the 

freezer before we started 
so they were both 
frozen. I think that 

would have been fairer.
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We wanted to find out how quickly things melt. 
We decided to try chocolate and margarine. 

What I thought would happen :What I thought would happen :What I thought would happen :What I thought would happen :
I thought the margarine would melt quicker and go 
runny before the chocolate.

What we used :What we used :What we used :What we used :
We used chocolate, margarine and a timer.We used the 
timer because we wanted to keep checking what had 
happened.

This is what we 
wrote about our 
experiment.
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What we did :What we did :What we did :What we did :
We put the margarine and the chocolate on the window 
ledge in the sunshine and Sally started started the timer. 
We looked at them every five minutes to see if anything 
had changed.

What happened :What happened :What happened :What happened :
The margarine melted very quickly. It only took 20 
minutes for it to become runny.

What we think :What we think :What we think :What we think :
We were right. The margarine melted quicker but it was 
softer to start with. I think we should have put them 
both in the freezer before we started so they were both 
frozen. I think that would have been fairer.Sa
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Sometimes, when I’m 
looking at changes, I 
keep a diary of the 
changes that happen. 
That’s a recount too.
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We wanted to find out 
what would happen if we 
buried some rubbish.

We thought it 
would rot but we 
wanted to find out 
how the rubbish 
would change if 
we buried it.
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We buried some things in 
large plant pots full of wet 
soil. We put a label on each 
plant pot so we knew what 

was in it.

We buried an apple 
core, orange peel, a 
piece of paper, 
some cooking foil 
and a lettuce leaf.
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I thought the lettuce 
leaf would rot first.

I thought the 
orange peel 
would rot first.
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Every week for a month we 
dug up each pot to see how 
it was rotting and then we 
reburied the rubbish and 

watered the pot.

We were very 
careful and we 
used gloves. We 
made a diary.
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This is what 
we wrote in 
our diary.

Friday 5Friday 5Friday 5Friday 5thththth OctoberOctoberOctoberOctober
Apple coreApple coreApple coreApple core beginning to rot 
Orange peelOrange peelOrange peelOrange peel no change
PaperPaperPaperPaper no change
Foil Foil Foil Foil no change
Lettuce leafLettuce leafLettuce leafLettuce leaf almost rotted  

Friday 12Friday 12Friday 12Friday 12thththth OctoberOctoberOctoberOctober
Apple coreApple coreApple coreApple core beginning to rot 
Orange peelOrange peelOrange peelOrange peel bits of blue mould 
Paper Paper Paper Paper some holes
Foil Foil Foil Foil no change
Lettuce leafLettuce leafLettuce leafLettuce leaf all gone
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Friday 19Friday 19Friday 19Friday 19thththth OctoberOctoberOctoberOctober
Apple coreApple coreApple coreApple core rotting away  
Orange peelOrange peelOrange peelOrange peel blue and grey mould 
Paper Paper Paper Paper more holes
FoilFoilFoilFoil no change
Lettuce leafLettuce leafLettuce leafLettuce leaf

Friday 26Friday 26Friday 26Friday 26thththth OctoberOctoberOctoberOctober
Apple coreApple coreApple coreApple core still some left
Orange peelOrange peelOrange peelOrange peel beginning to rot 
PaperPaperPaperPaper gone soggy
Foil  Foil  Foil  Foil  no change
Lettuce leafLettuce leafLettuce leafLettuce leaf

It was 
interesting 
seeing the 
changes.
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I was right. The 
lettuce leaf did rot 

first.

I was wrong. 
The orange peel 
got bits of mould 
on it before it 

rotted.

The foil didn’t rot at 
all! I wonder what 
else doesn’t rot?
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Some of my little people did an 
experiment with sandcastles. 
They wanted to know what 
would happen to wet 

sandcastles if they were left 
until the next day.
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First they made some 
sandcastles in different sizes.

They used wet sand. 

Then they told me what they 
thought would happen to their 

wet sandcastles

We thought 
they would dry 
out and fall 
down.Sa
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We thought 
they’d stay the 
same until 
they got 

knocked over.

When I made 
some sandcastles 
in my sandpit at 
home they stayed 
the same until it 

rained.Sa
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We left the 
sandcastles until the 
next day and then 
we talked about 

what had happened.

The big ones 
stayed the 
same but the 
small ones 
crumbled.

One of them 
fell over.
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They changed 
colour.

We decided to 
leave them a few 
more days and see 
what happens. I 
think they’ll all fall 
down in the end.

The sand was 
drying out.
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I hope you 
enjoyed your visit 
to Professor 

Potter’s Factual 
Recount Factory.

Our ExperimentOur ExperimentOur ExperimentOur Experiment

FirstFirstFirstFirst
ThenThenThenThen
After thatAfter thatAfter thatAfter that
NextNextNextNext
FinallyFinallyFinallyFinally
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